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sweet a,nd salt taste of the fresh tissue. Less than one per cent.
of tannin was found, but, as the specimen contained 68*97 per
cent, of moisture, this raised the amount of tannin to 2-73 per
cent, when calculated for absolutely dry substance. The quantity
is too small, however, to give the tree any value on account of
its astringency. Attention was then directed to the sugar
content of the specimen with better results, for the amount
found, when calculated for dry substance, was 15*50 per cent.
Since this amount was not materially increased by first treating
the infusion with acid, it was probably a glucose sugar. The
ash in -the absolutely dry specimen was found, to be 11 • 86 per
cent., over \- of which was sodium chloride, the actual amount
of salt being 3*09 per cent, of the dry substance of the palm*
The specimen analyzed was a cross-section of the trunk at the
base of the leaves.
The habitations of the desert Indians were mere shelters,
but naturally palm leaves, when easily procured, were utilized
in their primitive construction. Strands split from the leaves
were convenient for tying, and it is said were sometimes used
for the spiral coil with which they built up their baskets. They
were also used in building the characteristic granaries used by
these Indians for storing the various seeds used by them for
food.
Of these food supplies the fruit of the palm was an important
part. It was eaten fresh, and also dried for preservation. A
favourite method of preparing the dried fruit was by triturating
it with water in a stone mortar until- a pulpy mass, rich in
saccharine properties, was produced. The seeds were then
separated and the pulp was thickened with meal made from
pounded *ehia' (Salvia), or grass seed, or pine nuts. The bony
seed itself was pounded into meal which Edward Palmer (1878),
who seems to have tried it, pronounces unot inferior to cocoanut,"
a statement which may be accepted with some reservation. The
terminal bud also was baked and eaten. Each grove was the
property of a particular clan, to whom alone belonged the right
to gather the fruit (Parish)*
cultivation.—The Desert Palm was first cultivated by the
Jesuits in their mission gardens of southern California long
before this region became a part of the United States. It has
now become one of the commonest trees in the gardens and
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